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Equilibre is a digital EQ with 4 inputs and 2 outputs. It has 9 adjustable band/one-band selectors. It
has a 21 bands graphic equalizer with 3 equalizers side by side (VERY high resolution). The curve can

be either analog, pokey or a blend of the two. It also has a gain reduction feature and a graphic
equalizer. It has a level control. It has a basic parametric equalizer which mimics a conventional

analog equalizer. Read more Only logged in customers who have purchased this product may leave
a review. 1,48 2804 Ratings On-Screen Instructions Equilibre is a easy to use, music creating DAW

with a practical interface and a consistent look. Equilibre Description: Equilibre is a digital EQ with 4
inputs and 2 outputs. It has 9 adjustable band/one-band selectors. It has a 21 bands graphic

equalizer with 3 equalizers side by side (VERY high resolution). The curve can be either analog,
pokey or a blend of the two. It also has a gain reduction feature and a graphic equalizer. It has a

level control. It has a basic parametric equalizer which mimics a conventional analog equalizer. Read
more 8 Expert Reviews Equilibre: Peek-A-Boo! Jan 23, 2018 Equilibre is all about the tweak... Trying
to edit audio with an eight band equalizer? Equilibre gives that audio filtration and level control for

the 21st century. You�ll find its interface as inviting as its sound. Read more FILED NOT FOR
PUBLICATION JAN 24 2014
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Equilibre is an efficient plug-in for mastering and the mastering process. Equilibre can be used for a
smoother transition from analog to digital transfer, for a more natural, warm sound, or even for a

'clean' digital transfer. The all-analog equalizer has a fully flexible filtering method with an
independent frequency curve for each band. It's possible to assign multiple bands to the three filter
bands, and you can also assign a bypass button for each band. A significant feature of the filter is
the double (or even triple) oversampling method. It is important to note that Equilibre uses double

precision in the critical parts of the filter structure. This is a very good sounding equalizer with
minimal digital artifacts, firm bass and analog shaped curves for that airy nice high frequencies.

Equilibre comes with a practical and user-friendly interface, and it is useful for mixing and mastering.
Features: * Flexible filtering method with an independent frequency curve for each band * With

double (or triple) oversampling method for a more natural and airy sound * Mastering plug-in with
user interface * Filter control: Band selector, bands and an assignable bypass button for each band *

Equilibre comes with a useful interface and it's easy to use with a designer to generate sound *
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Considerable timesaving * Up to date audio technology Supported: * Windows 7, Vista, XP, 2000,
NT4, NT 3.1 * Equilibre works even on WMP10! (including WMP9!) SFX license: 5-user license for

$89.00 10-user license for $179.00 Professional license for $379.00 Technical information: 1. Define
knob range of filtering. 2. Define knob range of balance to the left and right. 3. Define balance of the

bass to the left and right. 4. Define the knob range of the high frequencies to the left and right. 5.
Define the resonance for the bass. 6. Define the resonance of the high frequencies. 7. Define

resonance. 8. Define resonance for the mid frequency. 9. Define resonance for the high frequency.
10. Define resonance for the low frequency. 11. Define Q of the input b7e8fdf5c8
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Based on the underlying theory of wavelet compression, Equilibre is aimed at providing the best
balance between analog and digital processing, thus providing the best quality-to-size ratio. Equilibre
has a user-friendly interface that enables you to set the A and B dry, the compression ratio, the
decay time and the Q on all the available bands. You can set each band independently. The
processing chain continues from high to low frequencies, and the EQ can be applied independently
on each band. The EQ curve has a sharp left side and a more or less linear right side, which creates,
depending on the compression ratio, a boosted on/off effect. The work goes from critical aspects of
the filter to the output, so that you never have to worry about digital artifacts. The signal to noise
ratio is really high, provided you have enough headroom. The bass band is obviously compressed.
Equilibre implements the following algorithms: - DSP based, it features a fixed critical band and it is
independent of the signal length. - Theoretically unlimited bandwidth. - High quality linear phase
response. - Square root law: the attenuation increases by a factor of 2 when the frequency passes
the Q. - Real time, compatible with 32-bit and 64-bit DAWs. - Memory efficient, the quantization
process is performed locally in the RAM, so you don't need to be an expert in this field. - Multirate,
has a bit depth compatible with most of the 32 and 64-bit DAWs. - 32-bit or 64-bit compatible, it
supports a minimum band frequency of 40Hz and a maximum of 6KHz. - Very easy to use, without
the need to understand the signal flow of compressed digital files. - Compatible with any type of OS.
Equilibre Features: - Multirate processing: 32-bit and 64-bit. - High dynamic range: this software is
able to work from 0 to 6 KHz. - Low number of bands: there are only seven, which is a very practical
feature given the cheap price. - Ability to set the gain of the lowest band independently of the upper
bands. - The minimum band is set to 40Hz and the maximum to 6KHz, even if Equilibre can be used
from 0 to 6KHz. - On / Off: With Equilibre, you can have the bass

What's New in the Equilibre?

Equilibre is a high quality audio equalizer. It's more than just a standard analog one: it is a high
fidelity digital audio equalizer. Equilibre is developed with good quality and detail. So, if you don't
have one already: What are you waiting for to make your music sound better? The base of Equilibre
is the so called Modulacher, a non-linear 1 MHz (2x oversampling) filter, that is implemented in a
parallel way with all other filters. A parallel way may be confusing but in fact it means it isn't at all
like an old fashioned biquad anymore. Basically, with this design you can produce more complex
equalizing filters than you could think of. You will get different resonant frequencies and gain
distributions, you'll be able to recreate very analog effect like the bandpass, shelving, peaking or
phase shifting effect. Equilibre lets you decide how much output level you want. The pre EQ works in
2 bands and before the final EQ, it is easy to control the amount of gain you want. And since it is a
digital eq, the output level is floating from preset to preset! So it can be very easy to make sure your
mix is balanced properly. About the post EQ section, just like in the pre EQ section you can control
the amount of gain you want. It works like a standard digital eq. The feature list is... well. many, few
are actually used... but here you got them all: Bandpass: Bands and center frequency are adjustable.
Unfiltered frequencies left, right and center are also adjustable. Resonances: LP, BP, HP and peaking
bands and resonance values can be set from -50 to +50 dB. Post EQ Independent levels for all
bands: We offer independend options for all bands: a standard control for the output level,
adjustable amount of gain and an adjustable frequency cutoff for the EQ. 1 - 10 seconds delay Just
like in other eq's you can change a delay time from 0 to 1s, I'd be happy if you just use the default 1s
delay time. Mute: This is the section where you can easily mute one of the bands. Reverse Volume:
Use this feature to get the opposite effect from the band. Ring Modulation: Linear or exponential ring
modulation on input. Filter Design Normal, Low Pass, Band
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